
Ruler Work for the Domestic Machine 
Skill Builder 3 

 
This class is for those of you who have completed/taken the Ruler Work for the Newbie class or 
any other intro to ruler work class. We will continue with working on various designs made 
using the rulers purchased for the Ruler Work for the Newbie Class. 
 
Note: 
Bernina owners should be using the #72 Ruler Foot.  
Owners of other brands of sewing machines must have the proper shank and foot for your   
 model of sewing machine. 
 
Supplies: 
 Sewing machine in good working order an the manual 
 Extention table for your machine 
 Sew Slip or Supreme Slider for sewing machine bed (recommended but not required) 
 12 1/2’’ x 12 1/2’’ square acrylic ruler 
 Light blue thread 
 Needles for your machines (80/12 and 90/14 universal) 
 Hand sewing needles (easy threading are super!) 
 Small scissors to snip threads 
 Seam ripper 
 Marking tools - blue water soluble marking pen 
 Gloves (machinigers, lite weight garden gloves with grip), steady betty or anything that 

helps you hold/control your fabric 
 Pencil, paper for notes 
 
Fabric Prep (Muslin is the best for this) 
 2 - 18’’ x 22’’ sandwiches - leave one blank, mark one as shown on next page. 
 1 - 14’’ x 22’’ sandwiches - leave blank 
 
Rulers: Can be purchased at Gloversville Sewing Center. 
Westalee 12’’ Arc (WT-12’’ arc) 
Westalee Sample Template Set #1 
 
Lunch and anything else you see necessary for a day of sewing. 



Ruler Work Skill Builder 3 - Circle, 6’’ Spiral, 12’’ Arc, 4’’ Arc and Spinning Wheel #36  

 2 - 18’’ x 22’’ ish sandwich - leave one sandwich blank 
 Centered on one sandwich, draw 2 - 8’’ x 8’’ squares, then draw a 1 1/2’’ ‘border’ around those  
 Squares. Now, draw lines in the squares as shown. You should have a 6’’ x 6’’ square in the  
 Center. The entire rectangle should measure 19’’ x 11’’ 
 1 - 14’’ x 22’’ ish sandwiches - leave blank 
 Any sandwiches you have left over from other classes… :) 
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